Incident Management Safety Products

Help manage the impact after an incident occurs by protecting workers and the public during clean-up. Look for the pink boxes regarding NFPA Codes and Standards to help guide you in choosing CPC safety products.
Incident Management Kits

RSPIMKIT(XX) Kit Includes:
- Wrap and Roll MDI Compact Sign Stand
- Fluorescent Pink Compact Sign (Ribs included) with ACCIDENT AHEAD Legend in (36) 36”-or- (48) 48” 48” kit is suitable for all roadways including interstates.
- 5-Point Breakaway Lime XL Economy Vest
- 6.5” x 4” Red Highway Road LED Flare
- 14” Red Traffic Baton 
- Storage Bag for Kit

Roll-Up Signs for Forest Service

USDA Forest Service roll-up signs are available in Pink Reflective. Source: Sign & Poster Guidelines for Forest Service (2013). May be used by jurisdictions other than USDA Forest Service as well. Ribs sold separately. Artwork charges may apply.

Available in 36”x36” (36) and 48”x48” (48) sizes with vinyl pockets.

Traffic Batons

Batons are Weather Resistant
Batteries last up to 100 hours.
LED lights visible up to 3,000 yards away & last over 100,000 hours.

14” Long Baton Red RSAGFGXG410RE
- 3 Functions: red flashing, warning, and steady
- Requires 2 X C batteries (not included)

15” Long Baton Red RSAGFGXG411TWRE
- 4 Functions: white flashlight, white flashlight with red flashing, and red flashing/steady
- Requires 2 X D batteries (not included)

21” Long Traffic Baton Red/Green/Blue RSAGFGXG408RGB
- 6 Functions: flashing and steady in red, green & blue
- Requires 3 X C batteries (not included)

5-Point Breakaway Vests


5-Point Breakaway Vests are an excellent choice for extreme work environments around moving machinery and equipment to prevent pulling workers into hazards. Choose an Economy 5-Point Vest or Premium 5-Point Vest in Lime or Orange.

Colors (X): (L) Lime, (O) Orange
Sizes (XX): (L), (XL), (2X)

Are your First Responders Compliant?
The NFPA (National Fire Protection Agency) requires that all fire trucks shall carry one 5-Point Breakaway ANSI/ISEA 201 Class 2 Vest for each seating position on the truck.
Custom Products offers the MDI System that is a completely self-contained sign system that deploys quickly for greater safety and efficiency in traffic incident management areas. This system is ideal for storing in police and fire vehicles. Add Carry Cases to protect your Stand and Signs during storage for longer product life.

**From Stored to Fully Deployed in Seconds**

The patented MDI Compact® Sign system features sign faces that have hinged, integrated cross bracing with a single trigger release mechanism for rapid deployment and take-down. When the incident is terminated, the MDI Compact® Sign and cross brace folds down and wraps around undeployed sign stand for easy storage.

**Storage Bags**

- **For 2 (two) Standard Roll-Up Signs with Ribs. Specify Size when Ordering.**
  - RMSHD36
  - RMSHD48

Roll-up Sign Legends shown on page 87 are also available in the fluorescent pink reflective material. Artwork charges may apply. Call for details and a customized quote. Pink Reflective is the approved MUTCD color material for all Incident Management areas.

**Standard Roll-Up Signs**

- Standard Roll-Up Signs are available in many legends. Quick Ship legends shown. Ribs sold separately.
  - ACCIDENT AHEAD
  - BE PREPARED TO STOP
  - DETOUR
  - EMERGENCY SCENE AHEAD
  - ROAD CLOSED AHEAD
  - LEFT LANE CLOSED AHEAD
  - RIGHT LANE CLOSED AHEAD
  - ROAD CLOSED AHEAD

**Compact Roll-Up Signs**

- Compact Roll-Up Signs come pre-installed with hinged, integrated cross bracing to work in conjunction with the MDI Compact Sign System. Arrows provided as overlay patch may be turned as needed. Roll-up sign sizes (XX) : (36) 36" or (48) 48"

**Compact Sign System**

**Folding Flag Assembly** for use with any Roll-Up Sign with Ribs. (2) two 18" flags included.

**Wrap & Roll System**

MDI Compact® Roll-Up sign combines with a Traffic Master® sign stand.
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Barricades & Lights

Combocade™ Type I & II Barricade
- 24" Wide x 45" High. 8" Panels.
- Engineer Grade reflective IN STOCK
- Call for pricing on other reflectives.
- Straightened and re-use aluminum panels after being hit.

Omni™ A-Frame Type I & II Barricade
- Perfect for crowd control and road closures
- Versatile Omni™ A-Frame accepts Plasticade® 1" x 8" Barricade Boards and I-Beam Boards
- 20% heavier than the Plasticade® A-Frame barricade leg with a solid wall design
- Stacking lugs for easy transportation and storage
- Flashing light mounting receptacle on each leg
- Use with one or two 1" x 8" boards

Econocade® Type I & II Barricades
- NCHRP-350 Approved
- IN STOCK Engineer Grade on White 8" plastic panels.
- One piece solid construction: 24.4" x 42.6"
- Easy to handle, pack, and transport.
- Rust free and impact resistant.
- Bottom rail can carry a sand bag.
- Two flashing light mounting receptacles
- White in Stock. Also available in Orange, Yellow, Red, Blue and Green.
- Stenciling available, Call for pricing.

Plasticade® Type I & II Barricades
- NCHRP-350 Approved
- Withstands repeated impacts
- Molded-in handles with mounting holes for attaching flashing lights
- "Click lock" hinges for a positive interlock in the open position
- Internal ballasting, up to 10 lbs. of sand
- Sandbag bar (for additional weight)
- White in Stock. Also available in Orange and Yellow.
- All grades of reflective sheeting available.
- Stacking lugs keep units from sliding when stacked
- Stenciling available, Call for pricing.

Type III Barricades

Breakaway Kit #1
- RSPB3ZBUS1 Welded Riser Design

Breakaway Kit #2
- RSPB3ZBUS1QR Welded Riser Design w/Quick Release Pins

Kit #1 & 2 Include:
- (2) Two - 5’ Telespar® Feet
- (2) Two - 5’ Telespar® Uprights
- (2) Two - 6’ Telespar® Stubs
- (1) One - Hardware Kit - Board to Square Post Upright

Barricade Lights
- Type A, C, & 3 Way
- STOCK ITEM
- Flasher, steady burn, and OFF
- 6 Volt battery
- Incandescent bulb

MORE Lights Available
- Type B LED, Type A, C, and 3 Way Solar LED
- Type B Solar LED

Caution Tape
- 3 mil : 3” x 1000’ poly tape
- Economical, strong & disposable

Legends:
- (A) Caution Caution
- (B) Police Line Do Not Cross
- (F) Caution Do Not Enter
- Other sizes and legends

Safety Flags
- Easily attaches to the vehicle grab bar and stores in place to stay ready to use in seconds.
- For use with 36” or 48” Compact Roll-Up Sign.
- Weight: 5 lbs.

Vehicle Grab Bar Mount Sign Holder
- RSPOTTLSA43595 - Storage Sleeve for Grab Bar Mount & Sign while mounted to the grab bar

Plasticade® Vehicle Grab Bar Mount Sign Holder
- RPOTTLSA43595ZSS - Storage Sleeve for Grab Bar Mount & Sign when stacked
- Welded Riser Design
- Stenciling available, Call for pricing.
Traffic Cones
- Flexible Bright Fluorescent Orange PVC
- Size: 28" High Weight: 7lbs.
- Reflective Collars: 4" & 6"
- Tapered design enables easy stacking

Value Minded 18"x18" hand paddles made of .040" aluminum.
Non-Reflective -or- Engineer Grade

Substrates (S):
(M3) ACM (radius corners & holes)
(A) .080" Aluminum (radius corners & holes)
(C04) 4MM Coroplast (straight corners)
(C10) 10MM Coroplast (straight corners)

3M Reflective Sheeting (X):
(3) DG3 Diamond Grade Cubed
(D) VIP Diamond Grade
(H) High Intensity Prismatic

Are your First Responders Compliant?
The NFPA (National Fire Protection Agency) requires that all fire trucks shall carry five fluorescent orange traffic cones not less than 28" in height, each equipped with a 6" retro-reflective white band no more than 4" from the top of the cone and an additional 4" retro-reflective white band 2" below the 6" band.

Are your First Responders Compliant?
The NFPA (National Fire Protection Agency) requires that all fire trucks shall carry five fluorescent orange traffic cones not less than 28" in height, each equipped with a 6" retro-reflective white band no more than 4" from the top of the cone and an additional 4" retro-reflective white band 2" below the 6" band.

Cones & Cone Bars

Collapsible Traffic Cones
- Reflective Tape, 360° Visibility
- Weight: 4.6 lbs
- Base Size: 12" X 12"
- Height Collapsed: 2" High
- Height Extended: 28" High

Value Minded 18"x18" hand paddles made of .040" aluminum.
Non-Reflective -or- Engineer Grade

Cones & Cone Bars
- Reflective Tape, 360° Visibility
- Weight: 3.5 lbs each
- Base Size: 12" X 12"
- Height Collapsed: 2.5" High
- Height Extended: 28" High

Hand Paddles
Durable Reflective 18" -or- 24" hand paddles made of .080" aluminum
Engineer Grade (E) -or- High Intensity (H)

"Crashworthy" Barricade Signs

ACM and Coroplast Signs are crashworthy when mounted on a Type III Barricade.

Popular legends shown, available in all 4 substrates. Call customer service for custom legends.

MORE Legends Available
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FIRE AREA
KEEP OUT